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NEW QUESTION: 1
A DevOps Engineer is reviewing a system that uses Amazon EC2
instances in an Auto Scaling group. This system uses a
configuration management tool that runs locally on each EC2
instance. Because of the volatility of the application load,
new instances must be fully functional within 3 minutes of
entering a running state.
Current setup tasks include:
* Installing the configuration management agent - 2 minutes

* Installing the application framework - 15 minutes
* Copying configuration data from Amazon S3 - 2 minutes
* Running the configuration management agent to configure
instances - 1 minute
* Deploying the application code from Amazon S3 - 2 minutes
How should the Engineer set up system so it meets the launch
time requirement?
A. Write a bootstrap script to install the configuration
management agent, install and the application framework, pull
configuration data from Amazon S3, run the agent to configure
the instance, and deploy the application from S3.
B. Build a custom AMI that includes the configuration
management agent and application framework.
Write a bootstrap script to pull configuration data from Amazon
S3, run the agent to configure the instance, and deploy the
application from S3.
C. Build a custom AMI that includes the configuration
management agent, application framework, and configuration
data. Write a bootstrap script to run the agent to configure
the instance and deploy the application from Amazon S3.
D. Trigger an AWS Lambda function from an Amazon CloudWatch
Events rule when a new EC2 instance launches. Have the function
install the configuration management agent and the application
framework, pull configuration data from Amazon S3, run the
agent to configure the instance, and deploy the application
from S3.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
While promoting an employee in the system, it is required that
the HR specialist is able to see the name of
the next three jobs the employee can progress to in the list of
values contained in the Job field.
Which setup meets this requirement?
A. Create an appropriate job set.
B. Progression Job Information must be defined during job
creation.
C. Job Evaluation criteria must be set up during job creation.
D. Benchmark all the jobs in the system.
E. Descriptive flex fields must be defined to hold Progression
Job Information.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which layer of the OSI Model does Label Distribution Protocol
operate at?
A. Presentation
B. Data Link
C. Session

D. Application
E. Network
F. Transport
Answer: B
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